LST
Our Let’s Start Talking group
continues to go well. Please pray
for those who have come and
continue to read the Bible with us.
One couple, Eduard and Yelena,
come every week. Eduard loves
God and tries very hard to do
what is right; he also wants his
wife to love God too. For now,
she is only interested in learning
English, though it seems her
curiosity about God and the Bible
is starting to grow. Please pray for
this couple, that God’s Word will
grow in their lives. Pray also that
those who haven’t come recently
due to summer travels will return
soon.

Language Studies
We both continue to study!
Learning Russian is proving to be
a challenging and arduous task!
While we know we have made a
lot of progress, we still struggle
through seemingly simple
conversations and language
exchanges.
For our last two months in
Moscow, Dougle will study at the
Center for International
Education, which is part of MGU
(the Moscow State University).
Dougle has really felt like his
private studies with Volodya
helped him tremendously, since
he had lacked so much of the
basics in grammar; however, we
had always planned for Lucy to
attend school in the Spring, and
then Dougle attend school in the
fall, to help get us varied practice

Prayers

Doing Language Homework

and experiences. Dougle is taking
20 hours a week right now (it will
jump to 26 hours a week in
September). He is in a class with
about 6 other students: those from
South Korea, Japan and Poland.
English is not spoken in the
classroom, and Russian is the
common language among the
students, which is difficult, but
excellent! We are excited about
this new opportunity for Dougle
and hope that it will push him to
new levels!
Lucy will continue in her studies
with Volodya. We are blessed to
have a member of the church here
who is able to teach us and help
us through our learning!

9 Thanksgiving for a new
city/destination
9 Thanksgiving for safety in
our recent trip to Egypt
9 For our LST studies:
especially for Eduard,
Yelena, Tatiana and
Diana
9 For our language studies,
that we will be able to
communicate fluently!
9 For our health, especially
Lucy during her
pregnancy
9 For more one‐time
support for us!
9 For our upcoming move
and our Ukrainian visas
9 For the church here to
continue to grow and be
strengthened

Egypt
July marked three months in
Russia, and we needed to leave
one more time for a VISA trip in
order to stay until our move to
Ukraine in October. After pricing
all the various options, Egypt
came up as the cheapest option
(by about $1000)! We were
excited about the opportunity to
visit this ancient country with so
much history!

In Front of the Museum

Our transportation around
the Pyramid Site ‐ Canaan
loved the horse!

As surely as I live, says
the Lord, every knee
will bow before me;
every tongue will
confess to God.
Isaiah 45:23

We were able to stay for a full
week; this allowed us time to get
our new Russian visas and have a
mini-vacation.
We stayed in a hostel in Cairo.
During our time, we were able to
visit the pyramids and the
Egyptian museum, walk around
town, and eat along the Nile
River! We were even able to
catch the infamous Egyptian
stomach sickness that most
tourists get! While that slowed
our pace a little, we still really
enjoyed our time.

friendly. It is a largely Muslim
nation, and it was interesting to
see how their religion has
influenced their culture. The
obvious difference is in their
dress: most of the women wear
colorful head covering and long
sleeves (even in the almost 100
degree heat). The food in Cairo
was interesting; we mainly ate at
Western food places since we
were sick and our tummies
needed more bland and familiar
foods! Overall, we had a great trip
and feel very blessed to have
visited such a unique part of the
world!

Teammates

Canaan was a big hit in Egypt,
attracting all kinds of attention
everywhere we went. People were
always stopping to give him
kisses and to ask to take his
picture with their camera phones!
In addition, he was the benefactor
of numerous pieces of candy and
small trinkets!
Cairo is a very big city, with
many people everywhere. The
driving is a whole new level of
crazy than we are accustomed to,
but the people are all very

I wanted to conclude by giving
you a quick update on our team.
Rob and Denyce Hindman and
their kids, Malachi and Silas,
have been traveling around
visiting family, friends and
supporters. They will be in
Phoenix with Sun Valley, their
sponsoring congregation during
August and then with family in
Lubbock during September.
Olivia and David Nelson are
residing in Dallas, spending time
with their sponsoring
congregation, Legacy. They will
remain there until the beginning
of October, when they will travel

back through Lubbock and then
onto Ukraine! You can check out
their information at their blogs:
http://daveandliv.blogspot.com/
and
http://www.robhindman.com/

Our Contact Information
Our address here will remain the
same until October; however it
takes about a month to receive
things by mail, so you can
continue to send things until
September!
McDougle Family
117420 Moscow
Ul. Nametkina
D. 9, korp. 1, kv. #47
Russian Federation
drdougle@gmail.com
New Team Website
http://www.kharkovmissions.com

Phone Number
(806) 589‐0080

Canaan enjoying Coconut Juice

McDougle Family News
August 2008
Expecting!!!
On The Way
~3 months along
~the size of a lemon
~due February 9th

We want to begin by announcing that Lucy is 3 months pregnant with
our second little munchkin! Her due date is set for February 9th! We have
been able to visit a doctor here in Moscow. We had an ultrasound; the
baby looked healthy and right on track! We are excited about this soonto-be new member of our family! Just keep Lucy in your prayers since
she has had a lot of morning sickness this time around. We hope that the
sickness will subside soon!

Kharkov or Bust

Kharkov, Ukraine

¾ Also Kharkiv,
pronounced “Har-kov”
¾ Second largest city in
Ukraine
¾ A main industrial,
cultural and educational
center in Ukraine*
¾ About 250,000
university students
¾ Former capital of
Ukraine
¾ No American
missionary presence
from the churches of
Christ
¾ Large Asian population
¾ Has a metro system
¾ Russian is the common
spoken language
¾ About 50% of the
residents are Ukrainian;
about 44% are Russian

We have a final destination: Heaven! In the meantime, our next location
on Earth will be Kharkov, Ukraine. We feel that God’s hand was really
at work because our team was able to make a quick and unanimous
decision from the four cities that were visited on the survey trip in June.
Our team plans to arrive in Kharkov around the same time: sometime in
the first 2 weeks of October. We are really looking forward to finally
being together with our team! It has been hard living in a foreign country
without them, and we feel even more blessed than ever that we are going
to have such wonderful people to work with in Ukraine!
Because of changing fields and the delay it has caused our team, our
plans will remain the same, just set back a bit. Our first year in Ukraine
will remain a year dedicated to language study; since our family has had
a head start on this, we want to continue to finish out our year of Russian
language, perhaps studying Ukrainian sign language and or more
Russian, as needed, while we wait for our teammates to finish up their
year of language study. While a full year may seem excessive, Russian is
a very complicated language and takes a lot of devoted time and hard
work to learn just the basics! Although we are excited to begin our
church planting as soon as we get there, we know that we will be most
effective once we are able to properly communicate. This has been our
original plan since the beginning, based on advice from numerous
missionaries!
Meanwhile, we plan to stay in Moscow to continue our language
study and finish up some of the work that we have been involved with
here. We have been able to develop some good relationships in the
church, as well as with others who are not Christians. While it will be
hard to leave these new friendships, we are excited about getting started
in Kharkov!

*http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kharkiv
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